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Learning Objectives

To highlight the degree to which cultural differences are rooted in important but hidden 
values 

To explore the origins of different ways of thinking and demonstrate how they continue to 
influence cultures 

To understand that not all differences between people are because of culture 

To understand that attitudes and values are shaped by the surrounding context , and to use 
visual perceptions as a metaphor for this idea 

To gain a vocabulary for the different communications styles used by people 

To experience the ways information about emotions, identity and politeness are
communicated non- verbally 

To understand one’s own and other culture’s view of the nature of time, honesty and truth 

To apply communication and culture concepts in a practical setting 

For International Managers

Session One : Culture and It’s Implications 

Session Two: Communication Styles 

To highlight the reasons an international move can be stressful, and help 
people plan for a smooth transition 

To highlight the importance of social support and plan for its provision. 

Recognise the signs of culture shock in adults and children, and develop a 
plan for 
managing the transition to a new country 
 

Session Three: Managing the Transition 

Our Crossing-Cultural Competence Workshop helps educators recognise the various ways 
culture influences communication styles, perceptions, values, attitudes and behaviours, and 
how these affect their working and personal experiences. It is imperative for those working with 
newcomers to a country to have an understanding of how cultural attitudes and habits 
affect daily living and the workplace in order to minimise misunderstandings based on cultur-
al differences. Participants will also learn how their own cultural history can affect interaction 
with work colleagues, students and their families and how to enhance their communication 
skills, both verbally and non-verbally, during this highly interactive programme.

Course Overview

Developing Cross-Cultural Competence In an Educational Setting



Workshop Training Methods

Short Lectures

Perspective-taking Exercises

Role Plays

Simulation Game

Self- Refection and Assessments

Small Group Discussion

Group Problem- Solving and Card- Sorting Activity

Question and Answers

Action Planning as it- applies to trainees’ own situation�

We offer training programmes for the following:

- International Newcomers
- People Moving to a New Country
- Multi-Cultural Workgroups
- Schools and School Boards 
- Third Culture Kids

Cross-Cultural TransitioNZ is a division of Morris Consulting Group, 
New Zealand's leading Training and Development Specialists. 

info@mcgroup.co.nz
www.cctnz.co.nz

Ph: 021 266 1699
Ph: 021 575 900
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